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Abstract - We report the performance of compact kinetically-enhanced copper vapour lasers designed with 
reduced thermal insulation. We obtain several-fold enhancements in the specific output power and other 
performance indicators than previously obtained from copper lasers of any type, 

Since the discovery of copper vapourlasers (CVLs) in 1966, the scaling of output power has undergone several 
significant advances through the use of self-heated systems[l], advanced excitation circuitry[2] and the use of 
huffer-gas additives. Efforts to increase output power are necessary to ensure the on-going feasibility for CVLs 
in emerging high-average-power applications such as materials processing. Prior to introduction of hydrogen and 
halogen buffer-gas additives, IOOW devices had active zones at least 80” in diameter and 2m in length. The 
recent use of additives has led to significant increases in output power in kinetically-enhanced copper vapour 
lasers (KE-CVLs) [3] and Cu HyBrlD lasers[4], with >1OOW output power obtained from tubes of diameter 238”  
and >1.3m in length (active volume >1.4L). ,We now report a further substantial decrease in the size of IOOW level 
copper lasers based on ‘second-generation’ KE-CVLs operating in a regime of low thermal’insulation and high 
heat flux. 

Three laser tubes of internal diameter 32mm, 25, and 17.5mm were investigated for constant input power (7-9kW) 
in a single system which employed the one set of end-housings, gas handling, resonator optics and excitation 
circuit. To maintain the &he temperature in the optimal range, it was necessary to use much lower levels on 
thermal insulation compared to that used in KE-CVLs to date. The highest output power of 104W obtained for 
the largest tube is to our knowledge the smallest copper laser, and the first ofactive IengthSlm, to generate more 
than 100W. For 2.5” and 17.5mm tubes of the same length, the maximum output power obtained 98W and 90W 
respectively. The output powers for the each laser tube are the highest reported (to our knowledge) for tubes of 
their size. In fact, the output power of the 25mm tube exceeds the highest previously reported output power by 
63%, a 60W KE-CVL of identical active dimensions[5]. The output power of the 17.5mm tube (90W) is 
npproximaielyfive-fold higher than the previous record for comparable sized copper lasers of any type. In terms 
of specific output power this corresponds to 360W/L, a value only previously obtained from much smaller copper 
lasers of output power an order-of-magnitude lower. 

In this paper we describe the performance of these compact KE-CVL elements for generating high-beam-quality 
output with high-pulse-rate, and the discuss the new limits of operation. 
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